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Getting the whole picture: the costs and benefits of Getting the whole picture: the costs and benefits of 
water developmentwater development

Scenarios of increasing 
development

1 2 3 4

BENEFITS:
Regional economy + + ++ +++
Power generation + ++ ++ ++++
Crop production + + + +++

++++++++++Wetland functions
+++++++Biodiversity
++++++++++Fisheries

COSTS

+ = beneficial use+ = beneficial useTrade-offs happen – either planned or unplanned



The flow of information for predicting changeThe flow of information for predicting change

Geomorph change 
(channel, sediments, 
bank erosion, deep 

pools)

Hydraulic change 
(depths, velocities, 

floodplain inundation)

Water 
quality 
change

FOR ANY SCENARIO

Simulated daily flows

Hydrological model

four flow seasons

Biotic response 
(vegetation, fish, 

other)

Social impact

Macro-economic 
assessment

TRIPLE BOTTOM LINE
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Dry season (carried over from 1987) ends in week 19. Mean seasonal 
discharge is 1340 cumecs, with a minimum of 900 cumecs in week 10.
Transition season 1 begins in week 19 and ends in week 27, during which 
time there are 4 significant freshettes.
Flood season begins in week 27 and closes in week 43. Peak discharge is 
11 900 cumecs and volume is 118 km3. The hydrograph is therefore classified 
as  low peak, high volume.
Transition season 2 begins in week 43, during which the mean rate of flow 
recession is 72 cumecs / day. The 1988 / 9 dry season starts in week 46.

     Jan    Feb  Mar   Apr  May  Jun   Jul   Aug   Sep   Oct   Nov   Dec

1988

Data: Mekong River Commission – Peter Adamson

End of Dry Season: 2 x minimum dry-season Q

End of Transition 1: first upcrossing of mean annual Q

End of Flood Season: last downcrossing of mean annual Q

End of Transition 2: recession rate over 15 d < 1%

Four flow seasons described by a parsimonious set of Four flow seasons described by a parsimonious set of 
hydrological indicators  (about 8 plus onset and end)hydrological indicators  (about 8 plus onset and end)



Cambodian floodplainCambodian floodplain
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Data: Mekong River Commission – Peter Adamson
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Data from MRCS/WUP-FIN, using JICA land-use map 1999

Example of predicting physical change:
Tonle Sap – flooded forest



Tonle Sap – Protected Areas that would be at risk 
if there was a dry-season water level rise of 0.9 m

Data – MRCS / WUP-FIN

• Tonle Sap Biosphere Reserve (1997)
• Ramsar site (1999)

Flooded forest: 

>1,100 sq km 
inundated;

> 50% lost



Example of predicting social impact: river gardens Example of predicting social impact: river gardens 
on the Mekongon the Mekong

Compared to present day, on average:Compared to present day, on average:

•• Dry season flow will increase by x% Dry season flow will increase by x% 

•• Recession rate after flood season will reduce by xRecession rate after flood season will reduce by x

•• Result: river gardens will become smaller by x% and Result: river gardens will become smaller by x% and 
become available on average x weeks laterbecome available on average x weeks later

Data: Mekong River Commission



Delineating the 
population at risk 

in the river 
corridor



Example of economic implications: beneficial uses now and with 
development

Baseline (value in billions of dollars)

Wetlands
HEP
Agriculture
Fisheries
Other

Scenario X (value in billions of dollars)

Wetlands 
HEP
Agriculture
Fisheries
Other 

Baseline allocation of beneficial uses

Country 1
Country 2
Country 3
Country 4

Data: MRCS – Barry Hall

Scenario X allocation of beneficial uses

Country 1

Country 2

Country 3

Country 4

By asset

By country



Challenges

Making predictions with poor 
understanding and data 

Developing a DSS that captures and links 
these predictions

Facilitating acceptance of the scientific 
information and its use in decision making

Achieved

IBFM concept accepted and training sought

Research of priority topics begun

Stakeholder engagement begun
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